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2012 phenomenon 

 
There has been, and still is, a lot of hype surrounding the Maya prediction that the world 

will end in 2012. Despite the hype there is in effect no scientific evidence that the world will 

end on this year, and the Mayans themselves never predicted this. The scientific truth is 

explained below by experts in their field.  

 
Myth 1 – Maya predicted the end of the world in 2012 

The Maya calendar doesn't end in 2012, as some have said, and the ancients never viewed 

that year as the time of the end of the world, archaeologists say.  But December 21, 2012, 

(give or take a day) was nonetheless momentous to the Maya.  

"It's the time when the largest grand cycle in the Mayan calendar—1,872,000 days or 

5,125.37 years—overturns and a new cycle begins," said Anthony Aveni, a Maya expert and 

archaeoastronomer at Colgate University in Hamilton, New York.  

The Maya kept time on a scale few other cultures have considered. During the empire's 

heyday, the Maya invented the Long Count—a lengthy circular calendar that "transplanted 

the roots of Maya culture all the way back to creation itself," Aveni said.  

During the 2012 winter solstice, time runs out on the current era of the Long Count 

calendar, which began at what the Maya saw as the dawn of the last creation period: August 

11, 3114 B.C. The Maya wrote that date, which preceded their civilization by thousands of 

years, as Day Zero, or 13.0.0.0.0.  

In December 2012 the lengthy era ends and the complicated, cyclical calendar will roll over 

again to Day Zero, beginning another enormous cycle. "The idea is that time gets renewed, 

that the world gets renewed all over again—often after a period of stress—the same way 

we renew time on New Year's Day or even on Monday morning," said Aveni.  

 
Myth 2 – Breakaway continents will destroy civilisation  
 

In some 2012 doomsday prophecies, the Earth becomes a death-trap as it undergoes a "pole 

shift." (Literally the north and south poles reverse).   

The planet's crust and mantle will suddenly shift, spinning around Earth's liquid-iron outer 

core like an orange's peel spinning around its fleshy fruit.  

2012, the movie, envisions a Maya-predicted pole shift, triggered by an extreme 

gravitational pull on the planet—courtesy of a rare "galactic alignment"—and by massive 

solar radiation destabilizing the inner Earth by heating it.  
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Breakaway oceans and continents dump cities into the sea, thrust palm trees to the poles, 

and spawn earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, and other disasters. 

Scientists dismiss such drastic scenarios, but some researchers have speculated that a 

subtler shift could occur—for example, if the distribution of mass on or inside the planet 

changed radically, due to, say, the melting of ice caps.  

Princeton University geologist Adam Maloof has extensively studied pole shifts, and tackles 

this 2012 myth. Maloof says magnetic evidence in rocks confirm that continents have 

undergone such drastic rearrangement, but the process took millions of years—slow 

enough that humanity wouldn't have felt the motion.  

 
Myth 3 – Galactic alignment spells doom  
 

Some sky-watchers believe 2012 will close with a "galactic alignment," which will occur for 

the first time in 26,000 years. In this scenario, the path of the sun in the sky would appear to 

cross through what, from Earth, looks to be the midpoint of our galaxy, the Milky Way, 

which in good viewing conditions appears as a cloudy stripe across the night sky.  

Some fear that the line up will somehow expose Earth to powerful unknown galactic forces 

that will hasten its doom—perhaps through a "pole shift" or the stirring of the super 

massive black hole at our galaxy's heart. Others see the purported event in a positive light, 

as heralding the dawn of a new era in human consciousness.  

NASA's Morrison has a different view. "There is no 'galactic alignment' in 2012," he said, "or 

at least nothing out of the ordinary." He explained that a type of "alignment" occurs during 

every winter solstice, when the sun, as seen from Earth, appears in the sky near what looks 

to be the midpoint of the Milky Way.  

Horoscope writers may be excited by alignments, Morrison said. But "the reality is that 

alignments are of no interest to science. They mean nothing," he said. They create no 

changes in gravitational pull, solar radiation, planetary orbits, or anything else that would 

impact life on Earth.  

The speculation over alignments isn't surprising, though, he said. "Ordinary astronomical 

phenomena are imbued with a sense of threat by people who already think the world is 

going to end."  

Regarding galactic alignments, University of Texas Maya expert David Stuart writes on his 

blog that "no ancient Maya text or artwork makes reference to anything of the kind."  

Even so, the end date of the current Long Count cycle—winter solstice 2012—may be 

evidence of Maya astronomical skill, said Aveni, the archaeoastronomer. "I don't rule out 

the likelihood that astronomy played a role" in the selection of 2012 as the cycle's terminus, 

he said.  

http://decipherment.wordpress.com/
http://decipherment.wordpress.com/
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Maya astronomers built observatories and, by observing the night skies and using 

mathematics, learned to accurately predict eclipses and other celestial phenomena. Aveni 

notes that the start date of the current cycle was likely tied to a solar zenith passage, when 

the sun crosses directly overhead, and its terminal date will fall on a December solstice, 

perhaps by design.  These choices, he said, may indicate that the Maya calendar is tied to 

seasonal agricultural cycles central to ancient survival.  

Myth 4 – Planet X is on a collision course with earth  
 

Some say it's out there: a mysterious Planet X, aka Nibiru, on a collision course with Earth—

or at least a disruptive flyby. A direct hit would obliterate Earth, it's said. Even a near miss, 

some fear, could shower Earth with deadly asteroid impacts hurled our way by the planet's 

gravitational wake.  

Could such an unknown planet really be headed our way in 2012, even just a little bit?  

Well, no.  

"There is no object out there," NASA astrobiologist Morrison said. "That's probably the most 

straightforward thing to say."  

The origins of this theory actually predate widespread interest in 2012. Popularized in part 

by a woman who claims to receive messages from extraterrestrials, the Nibiru doomsday 

was originally predicted for 2003.  

"If there were a planet or a brown dwarf or whatever that was going to be in the inner solar 

system three years from now, astronomers would have been studying it for the past decade 

and it would be visible to the naked eye by now," Morrison said.  

"It's not there."  

 
Myth 5 – Solar storms to savage Earth 
 

In some 2012 disaster scenarios, our own sun is the enemy.  

Our friendly neighbourhood star, it's rumoured, will produce lethal eruptions of solar flares, 

turning up the heat on Earthlings.  

Solar activity waxes and wanes according to approximately 11-year cycles. Big flares can 

indeed damage communications and other Earthly systems, but scientists have no 

indications the sun, at least in the short term, will unleash storms strong enough to fry the 

planet.  

"As it turns out the sun isn't on schedule anyway," NASA astronomer Morrison said. "We 

expect that this cycle probably won't peak in 2012 but a year or two later.  

http://www.zetatalk.com/
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Myth 6 – Maya had clear predictions for 2012  
 

If the Maya didn't expect the end of time in 2012, what exactly did they predict for that 

year? Many scholars who've pored over the scattered evidence on Maya monuments say 

the empire didn't leave a clear record predicting that anything specific would happen in 

2012.  

The Maya did pass down a graphic—though undated—end-of-the-world scenario, described 

on the final page of a circa-1100 text known as the Dresden Codex. The document describes 

a world destroyed by flood, a scenario imagined in many cultures and probably experienced, 

on a less apocalyptic scale, by ancient peoples.  

Aveni, the archaeoastronomer, said the scenario is not meant to be read literally—but as a 

lesson about human behaviour. He likens the cycles to our own New Year period, when the 

closing of an era is accompanied by frenetic activities and stress, followed by a rebirth 

period, when many people take stock and resolve to begin living better.  

In fact, Aveni says, the Maya weren't much for predictions. "The whole timekeeping scale is 

very past directed, not future directed," he said. "What you read on these monuments of 

the Long Count are events that connected Maya rulers with ancestors and the divine.  

"The further back you can plant your roots in deep time the better argument you can make 

that you're legit," Aveni said. "And I think that's why these Maya rulers were using Long 

Count time.  

"It's not about a fixed prediction about what's going to happen."  

 
This information was modified slightly from:  
 
Brian Handwerk, 2012: Six end-of-the-world myths, National Geographic News (2009). 
Available at: http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2009/11/091106-2012-end-of-
world-myths.html  
 
For a more complete analysis I recommend Anthony Aveni’s book The End of Time: The 
Maya Mystery of 2012.  

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2009/11/091106-2012-end-of-world-myths.html
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2009/11/091106-2012-end-of-world-myths.html

